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Thanks-for-giving is
back for the holiday
season.

Outdoor man hits
the slopes with ·the
first snow.

See

See Sports, page 14
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America waits
for Florida to get
its act together
Bush or Gore? A week after election
day and the race is too close to tell.
by Danielle Douglass
Staff reporter

Remi Fattal/Observer

On election night, ·most of the nation went to bed
thinking George W. Bush was the new president. The
next morning, however, people learned that the 43rd
president remained undecided. The race was too close to
call and Florida was undergoing a number of issues,
including a recount of the votes.
"I think that it (the election) is kind of rigged. Why
would there be a recount in Florida?" Bryce Erickson,
undeclared junior, said. "Bush won first in Florida but if
Gore would have, I don't think they would have recounted it."
The race is presently too close to call. °CNN's website
reported that today Bush has a 300-vote lead over Al

josh Camp, Nick Edwards, Eric Snyder and Mike Wheeler stand on guard at the Air Force ROTC 24th
Annual Vigil for Veteran's Day. See related story on page 9.

FCC regulations are blamed
for an upset at The 'Burg
by Heather Bell
Staff reporter
Recently rumors have been spinning
around campus about management problems at The 'Burg, involving disc jockeys
(DJs) who have quit and are being replaced
by recordings.
"They wanted us to become just a radio
station, not a college campus laid back station," Josh Nolte, former DJ, said.
Station manager Chris Hull said, "The
'Burg is a fun place to work, but has undergone some drastic changes since the station
went on air."
Remi Fattal/Observer
When The 'Burg first went on air, the Duane Schimogawa is one of the DJs at The 'Burg who adheres· to
station had to make changes because it had
the FCC regulations the station gained after going on air.
a much broader audience than before and
Hull decided to create an operations wise.
FCC regulations had to be followed. For
some of the station's veteran DJs, the handbook for employees after the change
For the volunteer DJs that means some
took place.
changes were too much to get used to.
extra work. Being careful to log in infor"Now that we're officially on air, we mation and write-up play lists is now nec"DJs don't want to work because it's not
fun anymore," Nolte said. "The manage- want an official handbook," Hull said.
essary. DJs are also required to take transThe music played on 88.l FM had to mitter readings every three hours, although
ment doesn't care; they don't listen."
Previously, listeners of The 'Burg had to change, too, once the station went on-air. most other stations in the area do them only
hook-up a cable to the back of their stereo Any music with explicit content or lan- once a day.
to get reception. Since June 1999, The guage could no longer be played.
If all guidelines· and regulations are not
"Because we're reaching so many more followed to the letter, disciplinary action is
'Burg has been on air. Listeners can enjoy
the station in their home, car or at work by listeners, we have many more guidelines," taken.
Jeff Sharpe, music director, said.
simply tuning in to 88. l FM.
Nolte was suspended for forgetting to do
Former DJs said they feel they always one transmitter reading, but said he was .
"Now that we're under FCC regulations
and guidelines we have to b'e more careful," · followed FCC regulations and the music
See 'BURG, Page 5
Steve Swor, a DJ at The 'Burg, said . .
shouldn't change. Management feels other-

See ELECTION, Page 3

Budget cuts
made across
the .b oard
by Mark Stevens
Staff reporter
Many administrators, deans and faculty members
in Central Washington University's academic community have been meeting and debating the effects
and remedies for the 2.5 percent budget cut about to
sweep the university.
"The dollar amount is significant," John Lasik,
associate dean of the school of business and economics, said. "I say 2.5 percent, and you think that's
a small amount."
The across-the-board cut will impact many
already . tight departmental budgets whose main
expense is faculty and staff salaries. Reducing
staffing or layoffs causing classes to be consolidated
are major concerns for those deciding how to deal
with the sudden loss of revenue.
"If you have to cut back on people, that will translate into less course sections being offered, and that
would tend to make the situation even worse;" Lasik
said.
Due to late retirements and a professor on leave,
the school of business and economics does not face
any course section 'cuts or job losses this year.
However, if the same cuts occur in the future academic year, the odds of layoffs or consolidation will
increase.
Other schools and departments across the univer-

See BUDGETS, Page 4
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Drive slow and buckle up fOr
winter weather conditions

Campus
· Cops

by Andrew Fickes
Staff reporter
Nov. 6, 7:48 a.m.
Officers contacted a driver
near 10th and Maple Street for
expired vehicle tabs. Upon
inspecting the driver'~ identification, police noticed the driver had
a suspended license and cited him
for driving with a suspended
license in the third degree.
Nov. 8, 10:45 a.m.
Police impounded nine bicycles near Moore and Anderson
Halls.
Residence hall advisors monitored the bike racks by tying ribbons around bikes to determine
which were ridden and which
were abandoned. The goal was to
clear up space on the bike racks.
Nov. 9, 9:50 a.m.
A university employee reported a yellow fiberglass ladder was
missing near 911 North Walnut
Street. ·
Nov. 9, 3:15 p.m.
Two Central students reported
items were stolen from unlocked
lockers inside a Nicholson
Pavilion women's locker room.
Nov. 11, 3:40 a.m.
A residential assistant in
Alford-Montgomery reported a
man was showering in a women's

bathroom. Police contacted the
19-year-old man from Washington
State University and cited him for
minor in consumption of alcohol.
Nov. 11, 2:05 p.m.
A 21-year-old man injured his
knee while playing football near
Nicholson Pavilion. He was transported by ambulance to Kittitas
Valley Community Hospital.
Nov. 12, 2 p.m.
Officers noticed graffiti on a
bridge near 17th and D Street
while they impounded a bicycle in
the area.
Nov. 13, 7:12 a.m. ·
A groµndskeeper reported
malicious mischief in the second
degree near the Physical
Education building. Two trees
were broken in half. The trees
were valued at $250 ~ach.
Nov. 13, 9:48 a.m.
Officers responded to a theft in
the second degree in the SUB near
the Wellness Center. A digital
Kodak camcorder was reported
stolen. The estimated loss is
$841.90.
For more campus crime and
updates on cases, go to
http://www.cwu.edu/-police.

Last week, Mother Nature previewed the winter to come when she
left Ellensburg with a few inches of
snow. Along with the snow, came a
returning concern for safer winter
driving.
Steve Rittereiser, chief of campus
police, said the two rules of winter
driving are to drive slowly and buckle up. He also recommends that all
drivers make sure they have clear
visibility through all car windows
before heading out.
"People that try to look through a
peephole surrounded by snow and
ice while driving can't see very well
out their windshield," Rittereiser
said. "Drivers could hit little kids
and cause accidents because of poor
visibility."
To avoid this problem, drivers
should have an ice scraper in the car.
Addftionally, Rittereiser encourages
drivers to take extra clothing, blankets, food and water. A first ·aid kit
and cellular phone can prove useful
in emergency situations. Rittereiser
said dialing 911 on a cell phone calls
the most local state patrol office.
If a person does get stuck on the
pass, it is best to stay in the car.
"If a driver leaves their vehicle:
there is a high risk they m~y get hit.
I suggest just putting on the four
ways," Rittereiser said. "I don't
encourage flares, as well. It requires
getting out of your car."

Kim Nowacki/Observer

Les Schwab employee Jeff Wallace outfits this Ford with
some snow tires for the winter ahead. ·
Rittereiser suggested checking
The concern for safer winter drithe tires, antifreeze fluid and window ving in town is just as important."'
washer· fluid frequently. Studded Drivers should increase their followtires became legal on Nov. 1 and are ing distance. This tip is also good for
availaple at local tire stores. _
driving on the pass. Drivers with 4To get information about pass wheel-drive are not invincible to
conditions, Rittereiser said AM 1610 sliding. If a driver begins to slide, he
provides a wealth of current infor- cir she should put the car in neutral.
mation. Drivers can also call 1800- This will slow the speed of the car.
695-ROAD for pass reports. He
Rittereiser said there is an equal
added that drivers should add an concern for pedestrians. They should
extra hour to the trip to reach a desti- make sure cars are at a complete stop
nation on time.
before crossing the intersection.
"If conditions are bad on the pass,
Rittereiser also challenged all
then don't go," Win Charlton, students to walk to class for a change
Ellensburg
Department
of during these.winter months.
Transportation supervisor, said.
"If it's icy and if your car isn't
Driving at night in the winter is working, try walking," Rittereiser
not encouraged, but if drivers do, said. "It can be healthy fo( you, good
they should drive in groups. for the environment, and it will make
Rittereiser said this will prevent dri- . you more invigorated to learn in
ver fatigue.
class."
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It's our annual

holiday arts,
crafts, music
& food festival!
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Join us in the SUB
on November 29 & 30,
and December 1 &2
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Wednesday: 10 a.m. • 5 p.m.

5.

Thursday: 10 a.m. • 8 p.m.
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Saturday: 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

*

Sponsored by
Campus Life Pro.grams & Services.
Vendor spaces still available! For more information, call 963-3315.

Before you leave for the holidays
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Now That Freezing Temperatures Are Here, Let's Take The Necessary s'teps To Avoid Frozen Water Pipes:

4.

Friday: 10 a.m. • 5 p.m.

'st
t'
~t,'

~

Close all foundation vents. Seal all cracks and holes in
the foundation or crawl space.
_,:fi.
Turn off and drain outside faucets.
~t11k
During periods of extreme cold weather, it is wise to use
the water periodically, or
allow a small amount of water
to run, to maintain circulation in the water pipes.
If your residence is vancant for a short time, set your
thermostat high enough so the pipes won't freeze.
If your residence is vacant for an extended period of ·~~·
time, haave your water turned off at the meter by the
City Water Division, at no charge during normal working
hours, so you can drain your pipes.
.:r-~1..
·

*

~'"" to thaw the
If your pipes should freeze, do not use an open flame
pipes, and use caution for clearances when using a space heater. If
you are unable to locate your shutoff valve to repair broken pipes, the
City Water Department will turn off your water at the meter, at no
charge during normal working hours, while the repairs are completed.
It is very important only City personnel turn off water meters as the
shutoff valve may freeze during cold weather causing it to break
easily. In order for City personnel to shut off your water in a timely
fashion, make sure your address is visible on your house and all
debris is removed from the top of the water meter box.

..(f

If you have any questions, or for after hours emergency shutoff,-pleas
call the City Water Division at 962-7230. .~l1..
-~t-t.
,'t.-t~

~t'"'

A public service message from the City of Ellensburg Public Works Department.
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Threads and Needles .moves, adds espresso
by Rachel Wiersma
Staff reporter
The clamp holds the skin nice and taut.
The needle bores through the pre-determined location. Then, the jewelry is threaded through the freshly punctured hole. For
Kelly Cox of Threads and Needles, this is
how she earns a living.
"This is fun. I love doing it," Cox said.
Cox is co-owner of Threads and Needles
with her former sister-in-law. The store
recently moved to 310 N. Main St. and
added Mainline Espresso.
Mainline Espresso, which offers espresso and a quiet place for studying.
Computers will be provided by Computer
Central for student use.
Ryan Parke, who also does piercing, and
Lloyd Sherman, who operates Mainline
Espresso are employees at Threads and
Needles.
· "We're just doing it for the students, for
a place to study," Parke said.
During the last year, Cox has done at
least 1,200 body piercings ranging from
eyebrows to nipples to navels. She is a
Certified Health Aide and guarantees each
of her piercings. Needles are never used
twice and any other equipm~nt is sterilized

Kim Nowacki/Observer

Lloyd Sherman, barista for Mainline Espresso, invites local artists
such as Enhee Mijiddori painter of the Buddha mural, to showcase.
1

in an autoclave.
Cox also boasts a large (and growing)
jewelry collection.
"Our goal is to have the largest jewelry
selection in Central Washington," she said.
Anyone under the age of 18 can be
pierced if parents are present; Cox does not
allow notes of parental consent.

Besides body piercing, Threads and
Needles buys, sells and trades clothing.
Threads and Needles is open from 11
a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Thursday,
11 a.m. to midnight Friday and Saturday,
and noon to 5 p.m on Sunday. Mainline
Espresso will be open from noon to 3 a.m.ish and is expected to open tomorrow.

ELECTION: An
election for the
history books TIAA-CREF provides
RETIREMENT

Continued from page 1

Gore in Florida. Gore has won 18
states and the District of Columbia
for 255 electoral votes and Bush has
won 29 states for 246 electoral votes.
Two states, Oregon with seven electoral votes and New Mexico with
five electoral votes, have not been
counted.
A candidate needs 270 electoral
votes to occupy the White House.
Florida counts for 25. The winner of
Florida will be the new president.
"It's interesting how close the
race is. Last time I checked the polls,
the counts were that Bush was
almost 2,000 votes ahead of Gore in
Florida,"Jennie Hansen, sophomore
history education major, said. "I'd
actually prefer Bush in the seat over
Gore even though I don't agree with
either of them on a lot of issues."
A challenge such as the current
one has not been raised since 1876.
Florida election officials recounted 6
million votes.
Florida votes were certified by
the Florida Secretary of State at 5
p.m. Tuesday. Overseas ballots will
be certified Saturday.
Absentee ballots may also play
an important role in the count. Many
U.S. residents are military personnel
stationed overseas.
The Associated Press estimated
there could be at least 5,000 absentee
ballots and this could postpone the
final tally.
"With the overseas ballots, most
military,
the
majority
are
Republicans because the Democrats
have cut back on military causes,"
Hansen said. "I'm assuming that
Bush is going to get the majority of
them."
A new ballot used in West Palm

Beach, Fl., has caused much confusion.
USA Today said the new ballot,
which alternates candidates from left
to right, may have caused some voters to accidentally vote for the
Reform party candidate, Pat
Buchanan. 3,407 votes were cas! for
Buchanan in Palm Beach County.
CNN also reported that elsewhere in Florida it was announced
Gore won the state while some voters were still in line waiting to vote.
Some people left the polls after hearing this news.
Many people believe Ralph
Nader of the Green Party has
siphoned away votes from the other
candidates.
USA Today reported that 40 percent of voters who voted for Nader
would have voted for Gore. Another
40 percent say they would not have
voted and 20 percent would have
voted for Bush.
"I think it's sad that Nader didn't
get his five percent because
Republicans and Democrats are way,
way too powerful," Rose Robertson,
junior English education major, said.
"It'd be nice to see a third party in
office. If a third party, such as the
Green Party, were in office, they'd
be more influential and would get
the backing that the Republicans and
Dem()crats got."
The present confusion surrounding the election has renewed efforts
for Congress to abolish the Electoral
College and use the popular vote to
pick the president.
USA Today reported that several
Senators and House members said
tbey will begin the long and difficult
process of trying to amend the constitution and change the 213-yearold election process.

INSURANCE

MUTUAL FUNDS

TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

fmancial solutions to
last a lifetime.
Building your assets is one thing . Figuring out
how those assets can provide you with a
comfortable retirement is quite another.

With TIAA-CREF,
you can receive:*

At TIAA-CREF, we can help you with both. You
can count on us not only while you're saving and
planning for retirement, but in retirement, too.

• Cash withdrawals
• Systematic or fixed-period payments**
• Interest-only payments · ,
•Lifetime income payments**
• A combination of these

Just call us. We'll show you how our flexible range of
payout options can meet your retirement goals.
With TIAA-CREF, you benefit from something few
other companies can offer: a total commitment to
your financial well~being, today and tomormw.

**Guaranteed by our claims-paying ability.

CRE.f G.ROV\ITH. ~(C:OUNT 1

26.70% 27.87% 26.60%
1 YEAR
AS OF 6/30/00

*Note: Availability may depend on your employer's retirement
plan provisions contract. Under federal tax law, withdrawals
prior to age 59~ may be subject to restrictions, and may also be
subject to a 10% additional tax. Additional restrictions also
apply to the TIM Traditional Annuity.

Ensuring the futLJre
for those who shapt! it.s .

"

5 YEARS

6130100
...

SINCE INCEPTION
4/29/94
...

CREF Growth is one of many CREF variable annuities.

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more c~mplete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you mvest. 1. Due to current market volatility, our securities products' performance today may be less than shown above. The investment results shown for CREF Growth variable annuity reflects past performance and are not indicative of future rates of return. These returns
and the value of the principal you have invested will fluctuate, so the shares you own may be more or less than their original price upon redemption. •TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes the CREF and TIM Real Estate variable annuities. •Teachers Personal
Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. • TIAA-and
TIAA-CREF life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and annuities. • TIM-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
•Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.@ 2000 TIM-CREF 08/03
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Affordable child care provided on campus
by Amy Jensen
Staff reporter
The first day care center for
infant and toddlers is now on campus, providing childcare and parenting training to students.
"The Ellensburg community has
a shortage of day care provided for
infants and infant care requires a
higher adult ratio per child," Jan.
Bower, chair of Family and
Consumer Science Department, said.
The infant-toddler childcare center is affordable for students along
with faculty and provides care for
infants as young as four weeks and
up to 30 months. While college parents are on a sliding scale for payment that is evaluated by their
income, faculty pay full tuition for
their children.
The center also provides parenting support services, discussion
groups and information given to new
parents on issues that are important
to their child's development. In addition to watching the children, the
center also provides hearing and
vision checks and USDA meals are

Michael Bennett/Observer

The infant-toddler childcare center is the first day care that looks after children under
the age of one at Central.
provided by the government said
Cindy Dyk, infant-toddler care center coordinator.
This multi-informational program incorporates early childhood
education majors with student parents. The Family and Consumer
~cience department arranges the parenting programs and the education

BUDGETS: Some
student services
will be· reduced
Continued from page 1
sity face similar situations. Student
Affairs has already reduced one fulltime position to part-time The office
is still exploring how to come up
with a large portion of the 2.5 percent.
"It definitely, will reduce some
service to students," James Pappas,
vice president of Student Affairs,
said ~ "I'm trying right now to avoid
that."
Some university departments,
already working on a slim budget,
will feel the effects of the cut more
than other more financially healthy
programs.
"An across-the-board cut isn't the
way to do it because then everybody
bleeds a little bit, or a lot in some
cases, and that's not the best way to
go," Pappas said.
Yet, many faculty members and
administrators have rallied around
President Mcintyre's call for widespread work to improve enrollment
in the upcoming winter and spring
quarters.
Various groups are working on
programs designed to reach out to
students and provide more mentoring, advising and counseling to those

who would not normally seek it.
A retention action team has also
been formed. Consisting of the registration and orientation programs, the
group outlined goals and implementation strategies to combat the problem.
The Residence Hall Council and
Associated Students are actively
involved in ·developing peer measures meant to keep students in
Ellensburg. They're primarily concerned with improving relations
between and amongst students.
"It's time to rethink what we do,"
Pappas. said.
In efforts to attract more students,
Central is undergoing an assessment
of programs students are demanding.
New industries and technologies are
changing the academic landscape, as
well as what future employers are
demanding. If more students desire
teaching, computer science programs
or completely new majors, Central
administration
will
consider
strengthening or creating them to
meet students' needs.
Many other institutions run into
budgetary and enrollment problems,
including
Washington
State
University, which is currently experiencing similar problems.

department is facilitating internships
for their students through the center.
Throughout the day at the center
the children listen to stories, create
art and participate in many activities.
One activity that is now hindered by
the temperature is outside playtime.
"It is very important that every
child gets fresh air, so we bundle

Planning for student
mentor program begins
by Dana McDonnell
Staff reporter
Problems in understanding the
process of applying for a major and
understanding the college setting
may be issues of the past thanks to
Jared Fielding.
Fielding, Associated Students of
Central Washington University
Board of Directors Vice President
of Student Life and Facilities, is
working on creating a student mentoring program for Central students.
"You can be honest with student
mentors," Fielding said. "You can
ask any questions, and you'll get a

by Amber Eagar
Staff reporter
One sentence in the 2000 to 2001
legislative agenda sparked a debate
that lasted several minutes at the
Associated Students of Central
Washington University-Board of
Directors (ASCWU-BOD) meeting
Tuesday, Nov. 14, 2000.
"We don't come to the university
to be babysat, we come to get an

Study purpose-built towns in Liverpool and London, England.
For information call (509) 358-2230 or
email bgrimes@studiocascade.com
Contemporary German Society & Culture
July 20-August 17, 2001

.
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straight answer back."
Students chosen to be peer mentors could possibly receive payment, credit, or a letter of recommendation towards a specific major.
These benefits are not yet decided.
Fielding hopes the new program
will start as early as next year so
incoming freshmen and transfer
students can become better
acquainted with Central.
For more information about how
to become a peer mentor or to contribute ideas towards the creating of
the program, contact Fielding at
(509)839-0685 or by email at jaredfielding@yahoo.com.

BOD debates over
parental notification

Evolution of British Cities
July 7-28, 2001

-

them up and at least walk around the
building," said Dyk.
The center is open 7:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
for half-day and full day childcare.
There are a few spots left to fill this
quarter.
To enroll your infant or toddler
call Cindy Dyk at 963-1366.

Pursue studies in German while immersed in the language
and culture of the people in Lubeck, Germany. For details,
call (509) 359-2481or email sally.winkle@mail.ewu.edu
Summer Writing Workshop
August 2001
Explore prose and verse - your own and that of fellow
writers - in the fabled literary city of Dublin, Ireland. For
more information, call (509) 623-4221 or
email john.keeble@mail.ewu.edu

Eastern Summer Programs Give
You the World.

EASTERN
WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY

education," Vice President of the
Washington Student Lobby Reggie
Ramey said.
The sentence that initiated the'
debate is about the opposition to
parental notification for any student
over 18-years-old caught drinking.
"We oppose the involuntary
parental notification of the activities
of any student over the age of 18,"
the sentence states.
Members of the Washington
Student Lobby feel this policy is
making the university a babysitter
for the students and is an unfair form
of punishment.
Members of the ASCWU-BOD
disagree.
"It's an alert mechanism,"
Executive Vice President of the
ASCWU-BOD Shawn Palmer said.
"Underage drinking is a problem on
campus ... Central has a certain liability for students who live on campus."
The Washington Student Lobby
is a non-profit organization that represents rights of students in public
universities within Washington State
at the state legislature.

' Observ~r-; News-' 'Nov. '1 '6 , ·2 000

BURG: Station
management
and staff face off
Continued from page 1
taken.
Nolte was suspended for forgetting to do one transmitter reading,
but said he was never trained thoroughly on the new regulations by
management.
"Being part of the management
team makes people look at you differently," Dan Donovan, DJ at The
'Burg, said. "I gave up my management position because I lost friends
over it."
Some former DJs feel the management staff at The 'Burg is far too
overbearing.
"Now you have to clear literally
every decision through the management; they take all responsibility
away from the students," Nolte said.
For most DJs who quit or some
who were fired, the consensus is the
fun has been taken out of working at
the station. The music also has to be
highly censored.
"We used to have regular social
gatherings and have a lot of fun with
everyone from the station," Nolte
said.
Now the DJs and management
usually meet only once a week for an

hour-long meeting.
Management at The 'Burg said
recorded music does not take over
the airwaves during peak hours.
"Most shifts still have live DJs,"
Sharpe said.
A computer that randomly selects
imputed songs fills other on-air time.
The computer normally only runs
during the late-night hours to early
morning, midnight to 9 a.m.
The 'Burg has 40-60 DJs!
although some are never on-air. If all
DJs were working, all shifts would
be covered.
,
· ·"I don't want to cover other people's shifts, it's too much extra
work," Donovon said.
When The 'Burg went on-air, it
changed not only regulations, and
kinds of music, but also many staff
members, whether they were fired or
quit.
"They're firing people they can't
afford to lose," Nolte said.
Whatever the case, the management staff and some veteran DJs
couldn't see eye to eye on the
changes.
"Disagreements with management don't justify ignoring standard
policies," Hull said about some DJs
who recently quit.

The Observer needs you! Stop by BU
222 for more information.
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Alternatives to turkey
by Kim Nowacki
Photo Editor
Fourth graders- across the country learn the song
Albuquerque the Turkey sung to the tune of
Clemintine. College students may also be reminiscent
of the old ditty. For those who don't remember, the
song is about a boy and his pet turkey named
Albuquerque. When Thanksgiving day arrives the
boy can not eat his pet and instead the boy and his
family eat egg foo young. If this story of the love for
a pet, especially a turkey, tugs at the heart strings
then consider a tofu turkey next week.
Both Better Life Natural Foods and Daybreak
Natural Foods stores offer tasty organic alternatives
for this year's Thanksgiving meal. For the main
course try either the Now and Zen brand [Un] Turkey
or the Turtle Island brand Tofurkey. Each come with
stuffing and a vegetarian gravy. The Tofurkey even
has tofu wishbones. Better Life and Daybreak also
carry organic pumpkin pie mix, cranberries, and wine,
as well as organic, free range real turkeys if tofu is just
a little too daring.

Kim Nowacki/Observer

The Now and Zen [Un] Turkey is a complete meal with stuffing and gravy.
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2 Medium Pizzas 1
: (2 Toppings on each) :
1

I
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I
I
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I
I
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I A..
Expires 11-26-00 I
~..
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CARRYOUT or FREE DELIVERY
Sun-Thur 11 am - 1 am
Fri & Sat 11 am - 2 am

CALL

925-6941

ORDER ONLINE!
WWW.DOMINOS.QUIKORDER.COM
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY
The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m., Monday before the week of publication. Letters
must be typewritten and less than 350 words~
All letters must include your name and phone number for verification. In addition, only one letter a month will be accepted from an
individual.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, CENTRAL, 400 E.
8th Ave., Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by fax
at (509) 963-1027.

Observance
Presidential uncertainty
raises many questions
While you and I excitedly stufr'our faces with juicy bits of turkey and pumpkin pie this Thanksgiving, the real turkeys of late will be sitting in court, clucking emphatically over who gets what and how much is fair.
It was probably last Thursday when I realized our national election system,
the very basis of our Democracy, had turned into a frenzied three-ring circus.
When did this happen? I must have turned my head for a moment. Last I
checked, all the analysts were talking about what might happen if hell froze
over, the voting populace's intellect crumbled and there were an even split in the
electoral college vote. Nobody thought it would happen.
First of all, regardless o( political affiliation, why would anyone vote for
George "W." Bush? It should be apparent, even if you're not the type to poke
fun, that the guy isn't the smartest kid on the block. He doesn't know his own
policies, his vocabulary has been surpassed by my 2-year-old niece and, most
importantly1 his attempt at power is dangerous. I try not to think about what
might happen if he actually manages to scratch his way into the White House.
1Take a look at Texas.
Furthermore, the lines between the Democratic and Republican parties have
become so blurre~ in this election that even the most patriotic of Republicans
could probably get most of what he wanted by electing Al Gore. My hope was
that some of the more reasonable Republicans might cross party lines this year
as they realized just how dangerous a dimwit like Bush in the White House
could be. I guess I'm old enough to know that things don't always go as expected in a three-ring circus.
Now, over a week after the election, we're left wondering: Who is the next
president? When will we know? Beyond that, how can we ever be confident the
election was fair and the voice of the voters rang true?
After all, as it all looks now, Florida is the gold trophy and the key to the
White House. Isn't it funny that shortly after the polls had closed in that state,
Al Gore was declared the victor? Suddenly, the ball switched courts and the state
was yanked from Gore and given to Bush. This couldn't have anything to do
with the fact that George's brother, Jeb, is the governor of that state, could it?
It's funny how politics work.
I hate to paint such a cynical picture, but it's hard to completely dismiss foul
play from this spectacle. After all, there are the something like 9,000 ballots that
were completely thrown out in Florida because of double~punching. Then, we
could consider the confusion factor of the ballot used in West Palm Beach
County. It arguably may have resulted in a significantly stronger push for
Reform Party candidate Pat Buchanan than in other areas. Buchanan, himself,
even admitted it's improbable all those votes were cast intentionally for him. It
also strikes me as fishy that a mandatory recount in Florida cut Bush's lead from
2000+ to about 200 votes. What's behind this, and does it explain why Bush and
his advisers are fighting the manual recount in Florida so passionately?
The logical solution seems to be a revote. However, I have the brains to say
that in this case, the solution may present too many unintended repercussions to
be plausible. Therefore, the circus will likely continue into tomorrow, next
month, maybe even next year. Let's just cross our fingers and hope the performers in this show can behave in as mature a manner as is characteristic of
politicians. Beyond that, I guess all we can ask for is a good show.
·
-Roslyn Biggs
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Babysitting legal adults is uncalled for
Dear Editor,
The students of Central Washington University are
now facing an unjust policy in regards to student privacy. The administration has taken it upon themselves
to become our "babysitters" while away from home.
While students were away on their summer vacations,
there was a new policy passed saying the school will
start sending letters home to parents if students have
been drinking on campus.
This policy is in direct violation of students' rights
as adult citizens of this country. The day we tum 18,
one becomes an adult in the eyes of our country, but
the administration feels that parental notification of an
adult's actions regarding alcohol consumption is just.
Students come to this university to gain an academic
education that we pay for. We are not paying to be
supervised like kindergartners on a field trip.
Recently, the university has had trouble recruiting
new students for full-time enrollment. The policy
amplifies this problem to an even gre.ater degree.
Retention of students is also a problem that the university is faced with. It is not our position that this school
should condone underage drinking. We do, however,
feel that the actions of any violations of policies at
Central by a student over the age of 18 are the business
of the student and the school, not their parents. Starting
Wednesday, Nov. 15, the Washington Student Lobby at
Central will be distributing a petition around campus,
attempting to gain student support against this new
policy. Also, a forum will be held this Monday at noon
in the SUB Pit on the issue. We encourage all students .
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Mahre.
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The Observer is printed by Daily Record Printing, 401 N. Main,
Ellensburg, WA 98926

to come out and support our efforts in eliminating this
unjust policy.
Sincerely,
Sam Leonard, student
Reggie Ramey, Vice Chair of the Washington
Student Lobby

Thanks extended for inaugural help
To the editor,
As "Inaugural October, A Celebration of University
and Community," comes to a close, the CWU
Presidential Inauguration Committee would like to
express its gratitude. Many people shared their talents
and expertise to make this a month to remember.
Others welcomed and encouraged President Jerilyn
Mcintyre by attending university and community
events. From the opening performance by the Seattle
Symphony, to the first night of Picasso at the Lapin
Agile in.McConnell Auditorium, October was a month
that demonstrated what our faculty, students and staff
can do. We may all be deservedly proud of what we
have accomplished and excited at our prospects for the
future.
Thanks, especially, to The Observer for its excellent coverage of the many inaugural activities.
To all who participated in our celebration, thank
you for making this a gala occasion. We hope you will
continue to participate in the life of Central
Washington University in the coming months and
years.

DEADLINES
Listed below are the deadlines for The Observer. The Observer
office, located in Bouillon room 222, is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m
Submissions can be brought to the office or by mail, The Observer,
CWU, Ellensburg.WA 98926 or by fax at 963-1027.

• Friday, 5 p.m. - Entertainment, meetings, calendar events for the
Observer calendar. • Monday, 3p.m. - Spectacle and weekend sports
infonnation. Monday, S p.m. - Letters to the editor.

S p.m. - Classified ads.
To place advertising contact your advertising representative, call the
Observer business office at (509) 963-1026 or f;x information to
963-1027.
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Student shorted by voter registration

•••
It was on campus are never registered to vote.
Tuesday The paperwork is sent to Olympia and
Nov. 7, that it just doesn't return. Most of the peoday when all ple who fall prey to this bait-and-switch
red- blooded are students, and most of them probably
Americans aren't that bothered by the fact that they
were sup- can't vote.
posed
to
True, my one vote might not have
exercise their made much difference in this election
right
to (unless I was from Florida), but the idea
Democracy, that my rights were simply lost in a sea
that I found myself cheated.
of government paperwork is really
Wandering from precinct to bothersome.
precinct, talking to one condescending
How can I put my faith in a political
volunteer after another, I looked for my system that doesn't keep track of who
name. Finally, I found myself in line at its voters are? Where do you have to
the County Courthouse, under a small go, and how many times do you have to
plastic sign that read, "voter registra- · register before you can be sure of your
tion."
rights?
"Could you please check which
Later that day I met a man who was
precinct I'm under," I asked. "Because voting. He told me he had registered
I can't figure out where I'm supposed through a woman selling perfume outto vote."
side of Super 1 Foods. The voter regisAfter running my name, the court- tration had simply been a means of
house employee calmly informed me attracting business for her. The registhat I was not registered to vote. A lit- tration had gone through however, and
tle less calmly, I explained to her that I this guy was voting. Should we trust
had registered to vote.
strangers selling perfume outside of
I clearly remembered registering to supermarkets more than our familiar
vote at the Kittitas County Department government services?
of Motor Vehicles in April 1999. The
Maybe the state should collaborate
guy behind the counter had practically with Taco Bell. People who come in
forced me to register, when all I really after midnight have to be registered
wanted was to get my license renewed. voters to get their burritos. Show your
The nice lady at the courthouse then registration, get your chalupa.
told me that a large percentage of peoIf you don't like it, make a run for
ple who fill out forms at the DMV or on the border.

- - - - - - - - - M E,E1TINGS
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Psychology Club
Psychology Building, 2nd floor student
lounge, noon
American Indian Science and
Engineering Society (AISES)
SUB, 1:30 p.m.
CWU Horn Club
Hertz Hall, noon
College Democrats
Psychology Building 25 7, 7 p.m.
Phi Beta Lambda (PBL)
Shaw-Smyser 132, 6 p.m. ·
Philosophy Club
SUB Owhi Room, 7 p.m.
Drop-In Relaxation Group
Health and Counseling Center, 4 p.m.
American Sign Language Organization
SUB 208, 7 p.m.
Baptist Student Ministries
Chestnut Baptist Church, 8 p.m.

Catholic Campus Ministry Mass
Mary Grupe Center, 7 p.m.

Swing Cats
SUB Ballroom, 7 p.m.

CWU Rodeo Club
SUB 204/205, 7 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega
SUB 210, 5 p.m.
Rejoyce in Jesus Bible Study
SUB Yakama Room, 7:3Q p.m.
Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM)
Hebeler 121, 6 p.m.
Catholic Campus Ministry Prayer &
Praise Bible Study
CCM Center, 7 p.m.
International Student Association
International Office, 4 p.m.

Black Student Union
Sam's Place, 5 p.m.
Circle K
SUB 204, 5:30 p.m.
CWU Astronomy Club
Lind Hall 215, 8 p.m.
Catholic Campus Ministry Timeout
Discussion
CCM Center, 7 p.m.
Campus Ambassadors
SUB 215, 6:30 p.m.
CWU Trombone Consort
Hertz 121, 9:30 p.m.
Campus Crusade for Christ
SUB Theatre, 7 p.m.
PRSSA
SUB 206/207, 5 p.m.
SALT Co.
M.E.Ch.A.
CMA Church, 8 p.m.
SUB Owhi Room, 5 p.m.
GALA
Hot Lava Burn Monkey
SUB Chief Owhi Room, 6 p.m.
Bouillon Lobby, 8 p.m.
Student Council for Exceptional
Health Education Club
Children
PE 208, 6 p.m.
Black 201, 6 p.m.
. National Broadcasting Society
Alpha Kappa Psi
Bouillon 215, noon
SUB 204/205, 6:30 p.m.
Recreation and Leisure Club
Washington Stud~nt Lobby
PE 114, 5:30 p.m.
SUB 209, 6 p.m.
S&A Funding Committee
**EDITORS NOTE: All meeting times
SUB 209, 4 p.m.
and places are subject to change.
American Sign Language Club
Sam's Place in SUB, noon
To be listed, email biggsr@cwu.edu
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"Great spirits have always encountered
violent opposition from mediocre minds."
-Albert Einstein

Students and community help kick off
'Thanks-for-Giving' with Project Linus
by Katie Berglund
Staff reporter

"Thanks-for-Giving" began Nov.
13 and will run through Dec. 13. It is
an event that the Service-Learning
and Volunteer Center has put on for
the past four years and is composed
of several different projects.
"This event gives Central students an opportunity to reflect on
what they have to be thankful for and
show an interest in giving back to the
community," Lorinda AndersonRamsdell, Service-Learning and
Volunteer Center staff, said. "It helps
students to also know that they can
make a difference," AndersonRamsdell has worked in the ServiceLearning and Volunteer Center at
Central for the past four years.
The first project for "Thanks-forGiving" is Project Linus. Project
Linus is an organization that gives
security blankets to children who are
going through tough times. It began
Monday, Nov. 13, and will end
Friday, Nov. 17.
Circle K Club is working in conjunction with Project Linus and is
organizing this event on campus in
the SUB pit. Circle K hopes to be
able to donate at least 30 blankets
this year.
Adopt-a-Family provides local
families with packages of holiday

Matt Smith/Observer

Jaelee Affleck and Rosemary Saul work on making blankets for Project Linus in the SUB.
Project Lirws hopes to have 30 blankets made by Friday so that they can donate them
to those in need. Project Linus is part of the month long 'Thanks-for-Giving' program.
cheer. For Thanksgiving, different
departments around campus, as well
as campus clubs, have adopted families with financial strain in the
Kittitas community.
For the Christmas season, groups
also donate holiday trees and orna-

EXCEL school gives
students options
by Matt Milton
Staff reporter

Central Washington University
isn't just home to Central students.
It's home to an alternative high
school program as well. The EXCEL
alternative high school program is
located in Michaelsen and home to a
Ninth through 12th grade program
that is an extension of Ellensburg
High School (EHS).
"We're an alternative high school
program, not an independent alternative high school," Bill Swain,
EXCEL's Program Coordinator, said.
"Our students are very much
Ellensburg High School students
who just, for a wide range of reasons,
don't do well In a traditional high
school program."
Students at EXCEL have various
reasons for attending.
"They can be in a situation
where they need to work, they could

have children of their own, they
could have medical reasons for not
attending, or they could just socially
find it difficult to interact with traditional high school kids," Swain said.
The program is very similar to a
regular high school, but with a few
alterations.
"[We put] a lot of emphasis on
social personal responsibility,"
Swain said, "so we are really looking
at how people fit in social groups,
and how to best interact with people
around you. We cover world affairs,
geography,
mathematics
and
English, all that sort of stuff too."
Swain cites several different reasons for the school being located at
Central, instead of nearby EHS.
"First of all, there isn't a lot of
room around Ellensburg High
School," Swain said.
"[But] I think the driving force

See EXCEL, Page 11

ments, board games, movie tickets or
rentals, gift wrapping supplies,
phone cards, gas vouchers and other
items to families in need.
A canned food drive is also being
held this holiday season. There is a
box for food donations in every resi-

dence hall.
The psychology building is providing a box for donations by off
campus students. Along with collecting canned food, the ServiceLearning and Volunteer Center is
asking for can openers so the donat-

ed food can be enjoyed.
Saturday, Nov. 18, the Recreation
Leisure Club is sponsoring Leaf
Rakers. The club is are asking for
volunteers to spend Saturday raking
leaves (or shoveling snow, depending
on weather) at the homes of senior
citizens around the community.
The last segment of "Thanks-forGiving" is pampering baskets. These
baskets will be donated to women in
domestic violence shelters and will
include such items as health and
beauty products, washcloths, bath
towels and scented candles.
"These projects are meaningful
because it connects the campus with
the community and shows that college students care," Bryce Wynn,
junior political science major said.
Wynn and Andrew Hann-Baldwin,
senior marketing major, are student
coordinators for the event.
"I enjoy personally giving back to
the Kittitas community. I encourage
other Central students to participate,"
Hann-Baldwin said.
For more information, or to make
a donation, contact the ServiceLearning and Volunteer Center.
The phone number is 963-1643
and the office is located in SUB 104.
Or check the Website at
www.cwu.edu/-slvc.

Student composers
showcase their talent
by Kelly Allen
Staff reporter
Undergraduate composers will
showcase their talents tonight at
the Student Composers Concert.
Ensembles of varying sizes will
perform original compositions by
Central students with an array of
instruments ranging trom classical
strings to computers.
Mark Polishook, assistant professor of music and director of the
composition program, said he
hopes that students outside the
music program will come to hear
some great original music.
"This is a fantastic opportunity
to hear the diversity of expression
and means of our student composers," Polishook said.
The performance will be at 8
p.m. tonight in Hertz Hall.
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Matt Erickson/Observer

john Durham prepares his computer-generated musical
composition entitled "The White Pumpkin."
The student concert is tonight at 8 p.m. in Hertz Hall.
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THE FRAME
Remi Fattal/Observer

josh Camp, Nick Edwards and Eric Snyder stand guard over the POW, MIA Vigil
which honors those who have sacrificed so much for our country and its freedom.

Veterans, POWs remembered
On Nov. 9 the senior class of Central Washington
University's Air Force ROTC began a 24 hour Vigil
honoring ~hose who have been prisoners of war (POW),
or missing in action (MIA). Starting at about 7 p.rri.
cadets took turns of 15 minutes each standing guard
over a plaque honoring America's MIAs and former
POWs. It took place in front of Barge Hall and was visible from Eighth Street.
Many people passing by stopped and observed the
Vigil, and those that it honored.

This was not the first time that the Vigil has been
held. The seniors hold the Vigil every year in recognition of Veteran's Day. The tradition of holding the Vigil
goes back further than any of the cadets remember.
Senior cadet Jennifer Hearing said, it is important to
bonor the MIAs and POW s, "so that people understand
what our history is." In fact, it would be shameful to
forget those that have made great sacrifices, so that we
can live the way we do.
-Nathan Fry,R.O.T.C.

Un-original but still worth a listen
Swearing profusely,
playing loud guitar riffs
and borrowing other people's lyrics was the recipe
for Limp Bizkit's music
from the beginning. In
their
third
album;
"Chocolate Starfish and
the Hot Dog Flavored
Water," Limp Bizkit takes
the approach of "if it ain't
broke don't fix it."
Really, the only noticeable difference in this
album from Limp Bizkit's other two multi-platinum
albums, "Three dollar bill, y'all" and "Significant Other"
is lead guitarist Wes Borland's switch from a seven-string
to a six-string guitar. The difference is slight though, and
this is a good thing.
Although it lacks creativity, "Chocolate Starfish"
more than makes up for this in "bumping potential." As in
the other Limp Bizkit albums, there is
a lot of bass, loud guitar and lead
singer Fred Durst's screaming voice.
Expectations for this long awaited
album were cooled in the months
before its release due to rumors that
Limp Bizkit had "sold out" and let
their music become pop. This is partially true, especially in such songs as
"Getcha grove on" and the remix of

the album's first single titled "Rollin' (Urban assault vehicle)," featuring OMX. The whole of the album though,
retains Limp Bizkit's "I will yell at you and do you bodily harm" theme that has driven its past successes.
"Rollin' (Air raid vehicle)" the first single off this
album, has been receiving considerable airplay from
radio and on MTV. Unlike its remixed counterpart, the
original version of this song is actually worth listening to,
but be careful not to blow out your speakers.
Track two, "Hot Dog," borrows lyrics from Nine Inch
Nails' "The Perfect Drug," filling the spaces between the
lyrics with a rather naughty word starting with F. While
not exactly the biggest artistic achievement on the album,
the guitar work on this song is amazing.
Other noticeable selections include track four, "Full
Nelson," track 11, "Bo.iler," and the memorable theme
from last summer's "Mission Impossible 2," track 10,
"Take a Look Around." Also, "My Generation" and
"Hold On," a rare slow-ish track, both deserve a listen.
I can't argue with the fact that this album is un-original, lewd and pointless. But, it is obvious that DQrst and
his gang pour their hearts out into the
music. Much like watching a Jean
Claude Van Damme movie, or dancing
to an 'N Sync video in your living
room, it doesn't take much brain
power, but it's still a lot of fun to do.
My advice is to go buy this CD. That goes not just for Limp Bizkit fans, but
anyone wishing to stay awake and alert
for a long drive home.
~...;.;;.;.~
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300 W. 3RD (NEXT TO UPS, 3RD & WATER) 962-2799

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests
Counseling, Information, Resources
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WHETHER STUDENT OR PAOULTT YOU WILL BB SATISFIED WITH OUR l!IELEOTION

HEAVY WOOL

SWEATERS
SPECIALLY
PURCHASED
garments offering you
the pinnacle in warmth

The 2001 Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
· Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
~ /
Gain international experience
.~·

Requirements
•Have an excellent command of the English language
• Obtain abachelor's degree by June 30, 2001
• Be aU.S. citizen
• Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year
Ap~lication~ are now avail~ble: 1.he- deadline for applying is December 6, 2000.
For more mformat1on and an appl1cat10.n contact the Consulate General of Japan in Seattle at
601 Union Street, Suite 500,.Se~ttle, WA 98101. Call (206) 682-9107 ext.136or1-800-INFO-JET.
The appl1cat1on can also be found at www.embjapan.org.

and durability. Available
in a variety of colors in
one size fits all.

Do not be caught unaware. Jerrol's can
help prepare you for cold weather with a
fine selection of winter wear items.
~~----···~--~~
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Whose line is it?
Mayhem Central
answers with laughs
Student club dishes out the comedy
and works on improving acting skills
by Melissa Mitchell
Staff reporter

Kim Nowacki/Observer

Roy Rob and the Retribution performed their original brand of music Tuesday in the
SUB Pit. Roy Rob (left) makes his own instruments which sample and loop the music
and his vocals. The show was sponsored by the Hot Lava Burn Monkey Club.

Central's drama students add to
the chaos on campus with Mayhem
Central for the third year.
"There is a growing interest in the
community,"
Maureen
Eller,
Mayhem Central president, said.
"People love to watch it."
Mayhem uses improvisational
acting ·skills very much like the ones
that can be seen on "Whose Line is it
Anyway?" to provide members with
skills they will need as future actors
and actresses.
The individual pieces are referred
to as games. Some skills the games
teach are how to handle something
unexpected happening in a scene,
helping the characters build relationships and increasing the members
exposure to acting.
"It is a great tool for actors to
improve their creativity," Eller said.
The club is run by students and
everyone is welcome to participate.
Three years ago, when the club
began, the founders discussed
becoming a recognized club on campus; however, the members decided
against doing so when Mayhem
began to get offers for paid performances.
"We have a bank account for

things like member t-shirts, pizza,
dinner during gigs and props," Eller
said.
The group has been paid up to
$300 in the past for 45 minute shows
off campus in places like Wenatchee
and Seattle. They have also done
shows on campus in the residence
halls for much less.
The meetings are 4-6 p.m.
Fridays in McConnell 107. People
are welcome to show up at any time
during the two hour meeting. Eller
said people are also allowed to watch
the meetings.
"We ask that people who come
try to get involved," Eller said.
"Otherwise, it begins to feel like we
are performing in front of an audience."
Mayhem does not charge its
members dues, and people can reach
active member status based on meeting attendance and level of participation in the games. Active members
may then have opportunities to participate in paying gigs.
If you would like more information about Mayhem Central or are
interested in scheduling a performance by Mayhem. Contact the club
either by posting a message on the
message board outside McConnell
107, call 933-2770 or email the club
at mayhemcentral @hotmail.com.
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FoR A SAFE RIDE HOME FROM
WORK, THE LIBRARY, STUDY GROUPS,
A FRIEND'S HOUSE OR OTHER
ON/OFF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

call Safe Ride!
You must have CWU ID card to ride!

899-0394
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"Red Planet" "Smoke Out" encourages
should be left people to take first step .
undiscovered
by Annie Rossman
Staff reporter

Everyday in the United
States, 1.5 billion cigarettes are
lit inside offices, stores and
homes. Car1:5on monoxide
(vehicle emissions); hydrogen
cyanide (used in gas chambers); formaldehyde (embalming fluid) and polonium-210
(radioactive substance that
causes cancer) are just four
elements among the 4,000
chemical compounds found in
tobacco smoke.
Smoking is a deadly addiction that has heralded the
national campaign "The Great
American Smoke Out," taking place Thursday, Nov.
16.
"It's an event that promotes the entire nation to stop
smoking for the whole day," J.J. Mix, Wellness Center
employee and event coordinator said. "Hopefully it
will only be the beginning for people to quit alltogether."
Central Washington University is doing its part to
encourage the stomping out of tobacco products one
day at a time. From 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Thursday, Nov.
16, booths will be set up in the SUB by the Wellness
Center to distribute facts and information.
The "Smoke Out" is not limited to cigarettes. If a
person has never smoked a cigarette in his/her life, but
enjoys a cigar, chewing tobacco, and/or marijuana
occasionally, he/she is not escaping the life-altering
effects of tobacco.

Val Kilmer in space sounded pretty cool to me. Boy, was I wrong.
"Red Planet" is a trite, over done
drama-fest, with hardly any action.
After last summer's horrible
"Mission to Mars,'' I thought this
film would blow it off the earth.
Kiher stars as "Gallagher,'' a space
janitor, who along with five other
qualified specialists, head off to
Mars to discover how to make the
planet liveable.
Back home on earth, pollution is
depleting the environment, and Mars
seems to be the only place to start
over.
I'll have to admit that the special
effects were spectacular. One of the
main stars of the film, was AMEE, a
robot that looked like Robo-Dog,
which was designed to navigate and
protect the space explorers.
Although the movie looked great
visually, it lacked a decent plot and
pretty much turned sour by the second half. No action and no plot
makes Buske a dull boy.
Tom Sizemore and Carrie-Anne
Moss are great talents that are wasted in this film. I'm glad to see
Kilmer back in a big budget movie,
but sadly, "Red Planet" left me in the
dark.

Photo

illustr~tion

by Matt Smith, Heather Trimm
/Observer

Even though there are warnings on the labels of all
tobacco products, they do not tell the consumer specifically why warnings are even necessary. The Surgeon
General warns_people against various ailments often
associated with the use of tobacco products like lung
cancer, heart disease and fetal injury, but the small writing on the side of a pack of cigarettes is often overlooked.
The warnings do not say that a non-smoker can
expect to live eight years longer than a smoker, or that
smoking costs the nation about $65 billion annually in
health care expenses and lost productivity.
This year's slogan is "If not now, then when?"
Whether a p_erson quit 15 years ago or 20 minutes ago,
the benefits of kicking the habit will make a significant
difference to the quality and quantity of life. -

_EXCEL: Program helps both high school and
college students attain their goals
Continued from page 8
was to get it at a separate location, so that it could establish its own identity and that the students here can be
away from that environment that probably isn't the best
for them."
Along with the location, near the Physical Education
building and the art gallery, EXCEL gets a definite
Central feel from its various student volunteers.
"We have students regularly coming up here to do
short internships," Swain said. "In fact I was just talking
to someone earlier today that is going to come up and
teach a unit on internet research and to a woman who is
going to teach a section on how to sew."

~=========:::======~~~~~~~

He explained that volunteering was beneficial, especially to Central students who are looking at education as
a career.
"It's always a beneficial situation, a college student
can come up here and get some real hands-on experience,
put things on resumes, letters of recommendation, and
then we get the benefit of new, fresh, young teachers."
All in all, Swain says that the location, help of the college students, and concentrated efforts by EXCEL students have made the EXCEL program a success.
"I've seen alternative high school programs that take
place in a portable off to the side and its almost like
there's a fence around it," Swain ·said, "whereas up here,
they can sort of grow in their own individuality."

PRE-FUNC at Grant's
Pizza Place!

When the question is,

"Where can I use my background,
experiences and personality
to establish my career?"

PIZZA
PLACE

The answer is,

Call us for Party
and Group discounts!

OPENDaily n mn to Midnight!
716 East 8th • In the Plaza • Ellensburg WA 98926

Executive Media Corp.

925-9855
Executive Media Corp., a respected publishing company
based in New York City, is currently building our team for
our Ellensburg office. We are seeking well-organized,
detail oriented individuals that are interested in playing a
role in a professional news gathering prganization.
We invite you to learn more about our company.
gvanderschau w @execu ti vemediacorp.com

EXECUTIVE MEDIA CORPORATION
303 East 2nd Avenue

Ellensburg, WA 98926
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Wildcat Sports
Nov. 18 @Nationals, Chino, CA
XC:
Nov. 17-18 @ S. Oregon Open
Wrestling:
Nov: 18 @ Seattle University
Swimming:
Nov. 17-18@ Univ. of Pitt
MB-Ball:
W B-Ball: Wildcat Classic Nicholson Pavilion
Nov. 17 Pacific College 8 p.m.
Nov. 18 NW College 4 p.m.

Wildcats grab share of CFA title with win
by Ericka Wood

Staff reporter
The Wildcat football team garnered their share of the Columbia
Football Association championship
title with last Saturday's win over the
Simon Fraser University Clansmen.
The Wildcats came on strong with
28 points in the first half to beat the
Clansmen 38-24, ending the season
5-5 overall and 3-1 in the CFA.
Central will share the CFA trophy
this year with Western Washington
University which also finished the
season 3-1 with the only loss being to
Western Oregon University.
Sophomore quarterback Zak Hill
led the offense to a season-high 531
yards for the game; Hill achieved a
career-high 389 yards. Hill's performance also made him the CPA
Offensive Player of the Week.
Central quickly gained the lead,
scoring touchdowns on their first two
possessions. The first came from a
17-yard run by sophomore wide
receiver Richard Penton. Penton led
the receiving corps with 134 yards
from seven catches. Sophomore
kicker Steve Hickey came through
for the extra point.
The Wildcats scored their next
touchdown on a one-yard run by
sophomore running back Shawn
Brathwaite. Brathwaite led the game
in rushing with 87 yards on 19 rushes for the day.

The Clansmen took advantage of
one of Central's 13 penalties of the
day to score their first touchdown on
a 20-yard pass ending a four-play 59yard drive and bringing them within
eight points to end the first quarter.
The Wild~ats came back quickly
in the second quarter, scoring first on
a 19-yard run by junior running back
Nate Conley. The next touchdown in
the quarter came from a 22-yard pass
from Hill to freshman tight end
Brandon Klump.
Simon Fraser scrambled in an
attempt to close the gap, scoring nine
points to bring the score to 28-15 at
halftime.
A field goal kick from Hickey
early in the third quarter brought the
lead back up to 16 points before the
Clansmen would again try to catch
up with a 25-yard touchdown pass
from junior quarterback Steve
Powell to junior wide receiver Lloyd
Orris.
With less than a minute left to
play in the third quarter, Hill made
his second touchdown pass of the
day to freshman wide receiver Josh
Lopez. The 13-yard strike capped off
a five-play, 45-yard drive for the
Wildcats.
The fourth quarter didn't see
much action from either squad, with
only one Simon Fraser field goal registering on the score board. Simon
Fraser came close, however. Junior
Wildcat defensive back Jason

Matt Erickson/Observer

Quarterback Zak Hill completes a pass to #85 and fellow Prairie High School
graduate sophomore Brooks Denny during last week's game against UC-Davis.
Patterson made his sixth interception
of the season to stop the Clansmen
from scoring on the drive. Patterson
led the team in interceptions this season, and holds the current CFA
record for the longest interception
return.
Central has won 14 of the last 15
games it's played against Simon
Fraser, with this game adding to a

four game winning streak against the
Clansmen.
The seniors led the way for the
defense in this, their last game for
Central. Senior strong safety John
Hallead had 10 tackles, senior linebacker Rawley Robins had eight and
senior
linebacker
Brandon
Christensen had six, with one behind
the line of scrimmage for a loss of six

yards.
Hill eluded Simon Fraser's
defense throughout the game, completing 28 of 41 passes for the day.
Aside from Penton's seven catches
for 134 yards, sophomore wide
receiver Brooks Denny and Lopez
each caught six passes for 81 and 57
yards respectively.

Swimmers set school records at first meet of season
by Sarah Edmunds
Asst. Sports editor

Aaron Zerby/Observer

Coach Candi Eslinger keeps a watchful eye on team
members sophomore Rob Rooney, junior Amy Mahre
and senior joy Carlson, at a recent practice.

Last weekend the Wildcats' swim
team took on the University of Puget
Sound in Tacoma. The men's team
came out on top with a win but the
women's team came up short against
the Loggers.
The final score for the men's team
was 119-84. While the women were
defeated 110-95.
"The women lost, but it was the
closest in quite a while against UPS,"
Eslinger said.
Despite their loss, three team
members broke school records.
Junior Vicki Schmaltz marked
records in the 100 and 200 meter
freestyle races, and senior Natalie
Price set a time of 9:31.74 in the 800
meter freestyle.
Junior Amy Mahre also won her
event with a 5:29.60 in the 400 meter
individual medley.
The men's team took nine of 11
events in their win over the Loggers,
with team members sophomore Cliff
Brook and junior Nathan Moxley
each winning two events.
The other events were captured
by senior Jay Box, freshman Matt
Kelkosk and Kyle Ruolph, each win-

Aaron Zerby/Observer

Wildcats opened their season on Nov. 11 with a win for
the men's team, but the women's team lost to UPS. The
team competes next on Nov. 18 at Seattle University.
ning one event.
The teams have grown in size
since last year, from 13 women tQ 18,
and from eight men to 18 men.
"We did a lot more recruiting this
year," coach Candi Eslinger said.
"One of our main goals is to improve,
our dual meet record."
This year the swim teams will be
able to compete in a conference
meet.

This is a significant opportunity
for the swim team because it has
been many years since the team has
competed in a conference meet.
The team pla-ns to send 15 men
and 15 women to Long Beach, Calif.
for the meet: The Wildcats have set
their goals high and have their minds
focused on Nationals.
"Our goal is to qualify relays to
National," Eslinger said.
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Central looks for another shot at the title
by Phil Prothero
Staff reporter

The
Central
Washington
University women's basketball team
will start the 2000-2001 basketball
season as the second ranked team in
the PacWest conference.
"I like the spot we're at. I like
being a little bit of the underdog. I
like coming up and biting people
slowly, and if we're number one at
the end, great, that's where we'd like
to be," Women's Head Basketball
Coach, Jeff Whitney, said
He has high hopes for his squad
this year, after going to the national
tournament last year.
"So far I'm really pleased with
our physical conditioning," Whitney
said. "I think that's one thing coaches always worry about is what kind
of state your team is going to come
· back in. At this point we're where
we need to be."
Central is returning nine of 12
players from last year's team. The
Wildcats will be looking to senior
point guard Kristen Willis for some
key leadership on the court. She was

a PacWest all-league selection last
year and has been rated as one of the
best point guards in Division IL
Another to return will be sophomore Meggen Kautzky. She will be
stepping up to take graduate Becky
Matzen's spot. Whitney said that
Kautzky is a great defender, and
scorer.
Last year, senior post player Rose
Shaw was second team all-conference and has shown very good
progress so far this season.
_"I think she could be one of the
best posts in the league if she continues to work hard," Whitney said.
Other players Whitney is expecting to step up this year are junior
wing Jenny Dixon, senior Cherae
Walker and junior post Jody Sargent.
"Jody Sargent stayed here all
summer and lifted and ran and did all
the things she needed to do to get
playing time this season," Whitney
said.
Central also recruited several
players. that could make great contributions to the Wildcat team.
Junior point guard Dawnita
LiaBraaten, a transfer from Clark

Community College will probably
back up Willis at the point guard
position.
"We needed a quality point guard
so Kristen could get some rest,"
Whitney said. "She (LiaBraaten)
brings quickness, she passes the ball
extremely well and she is an excellent three point shooter. She was a
great late pickup for us."
Junior transfer student Kari Pruett
from Spokane Falls Community
College will play the two and three
spots for Central.
This season, Central will shoot to
be one of the best defensive teams in
the country. They finished 13th in
the nation last year. This year
Whitney wants his team to be the
best in the conference. The team is
also setting a goal of contending for
the Pac West title and getting to the
National tournament.
Central basketball fans can expect
the Wildcats to work on being the
best defensive team in the nation
because they will apply full-court
pressure for the majority of a game.
Whitney said when they aren't pressing, they will be extremely aggres-

Heather Trimm/Observer

Transfer student Dawnita LiaBraaten drives to the hoop
against her teammates at a recent practice.
sive in their half-court defense.
Offensively, they will be up-tempo,
running the ball on every opportunity.
Whitney said he and his assistant
coaches are excited about working
with this team.
"We as coaches are pretty fortunate to have this group," Whitney
said. "They are a very tight group
and they all get along. It really helps

us as coaches when you have a group
of girls that have the same goals and
expectations."
Central will begin its season this
weekend in the Wildcat Classic on
Friday when they play Pacific
College at home. On Saturday, the
Wildcats will host Northwest _
College. Tip-off will be at 8 p.m. on
Friday night and 4 p.m. on Saturday
in Nicholson Pavilion.

Wrestling ranked 18th in country
by Ahmed Namatalla
Staff reporter

-

will be a learning year for
us," Pine said. "It has the
potential to be a great year,
Four returning seniors, but since we have so many
just two of whom are young guys, it's kind of hard
expected to start, give this to predict just how good
year's wrestling team an · we're going to be."
experienced, although thin
Pine will be looking at a
core to build on.
starting group that includes
After qualifying four three freshmen for the first
wrestlers for last year's time in his six years at
National
Tournament, Central. He attributes the
Coach Kevin Pine is looking fact to strong recruiting durat a year of uncertainty, ing the off-season and the
though he maintains that a wrestlers' abilities.
National Championship is
Among those returning
not out of the question.
for the Wildcats is junior
The team will miss the Cole Denison. Competing in
skills of one of it's top the 133 lb. division, Cole
wrestlers in All-American placed sixth in last year's
Shaine Jaime who, with a Western Regionals. At 149
third place finish, was the lbs., junior Marcus Mays did
top Central finisher at last not enjoy the best of seasons
year's Nationals. Jaime is last year as he was hamexpected to redshirt this sea- pered by injury and, conseson after not meeting acade- quently, did not make it out
mic qualifications.
of regionals.
"Of course our No. 1
Still, Mays finished sevgoal is winning a National enth nationally two years
Championship.
Losing · ago along with AllShaine doesn't help, so this American Honors and

should provide much needed experience -to the young
squad.
The
18th-ranked
Wildcats will take on 17thranked San Francisco State
tomorrow night in Ashland,
Oregon. They will then
compete in Saturday's
Southern Oregon Open, featuring some of the region's
Division II as well as
Division I schools.
Central wrestlers are
looking at one of the toughest schedules in the conference.
In addition to opening
the season with nationally
ranked San Francisco State,
the Wildcats are scheduled
to meet with top-ranked
Augsburg College in early
January.
"The philosophy is that
the more you wrestle the
better you get," Pine said.
"In order to be the best, you
have to compete against the
best, and that's been my
approach to things."
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The Wildcat wrestling team has one of the
toughest schedules in the conference. They
open against San Francisco State on Friday.
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rooms fiave Jacuzzis, Vown comforters,
Large TV's, YCR VSL Internet Connection,
'Refrigerators, :Non-smok.ing. :No yets.

If so, Tournament Tuesday
is for you. Foos ball players come to Pounders at
9:00 and enjoy a game or
two. $1.50 well drinks and
$1.50 domestic ·beers are
also featured all day long on
. Tuesdays along with 2 for
2 tacos.
Wednesday's features: 25
cent buffalo wings from 4
to 9 p.m. and special deals
for all the ladies after 9 p.m.
J agermeister Thursday is a
continuing tradition at
. Pounders. $3.00 shots and
prizes after 9:00. Also
$1.50 wells and domestics
all night long.

Don't forget $1.50 wells
and domestics everyday
from 4 to 9 p. m. during
happy hour.

'Rates from $89, Sun-'I'fiurs.
from $99, :Fri-Sat.
1720 Canyon Rd. Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509)962-8030 or (800)533-0822 Fax (509)962-8031
Visit our Website: http://www.innatgoosecreek.com
E-mail: goosecrk@ellensburg.com
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Traveling with mittens ·skiing at Big Sky, Part 2
the snow conditions
and examine the
scratches and digs in
our equipment.
3:45 p.m.
Taking the gondola up one more
time, we fly through
the last run of the
day and pack ourJustin Carvitto/Observer
selves back into the Why do tourists always take pictures of
truck for the hour welcome signs,?
drive
back
to
Bozeman. On the way we sto·p to discover the mystery of the
take a picture of an icy stream. "Bermuda Triangle" sometime in the
Big Sky Resort.
Exercising his best judgement, the not-so-distant future.
Saturday, 10 a.m.
Sunday, 7 a.m.
From the gondola we can see that Birdman decides to jump into the
The
Birdman wakes us and
the lower runs are covered in snow stream. As he prepares for the
demands
that we drive to the moun- ·
plunge, he unknowingly loses his
and our excitement grows.
tain
to
look
for his keys. Without the
Leaving the gondola we take a keys in the snow.
keys
we
can't
open the roof box that
7 p.m. Back in Bozeman, we
chair up to the bowl. To our dismay,
holds
our
skis
and snowboards.
cook a large dinthe bowl
There
is
more
than
three inches of
ner and prepare
has yery
new
snow
in
Bozeman
and a layer of
to go out on the
little snow
ice
covers
everything.
We drive
town. Our host
and large
toward
the
mountain
with
caution.
has recommendareas
of
9a.m.
ed an area called
rock are
Using his superhuman senses, the
the "Bermuda
left uncovBirdman
finds his keys where he
Triangle" . .
ered. The
dropped
them
after only five minutes
Before leaving
sound of
of
searching.
We
continue on toward
we discover that
skis clatterthe
lifts.
the Birdman has
ing over
lOa.m.
r o c k
Justin Carwitto/Observer lost his keys and
The
snow is falling like thick cotbecomes all Linsy schusses her way down the Beto has lost his
ton.
The
bowl is closed and the
wallet. Outside
too familiar hi II beneath a rocky backdrop.
avalanche
gun
is thundering above.
it begins to
to our ears
The
resort
is
crowded
and the gondoas we try our best to make good, snow, dropping a blizzard of large,
la
line
is
ridiculously
long.
After 45
soap-shaving flakes on the town.
rock-free turns.
minutes
of
waiting
we
make
it to a
11 p.m.
Traversing along the side of the
gondola
and
pack
ourselves
inside.
After a long search for the missbowl, the Birdman and I drop in
We take one long run, blasting
through a steep, narrow chute, hitting ing keys and wallet, and some drithrough
soft powder. The rocks that
ving around in the snow we give up
some of the best powder of the day.
did
so
much
damage to our
Taking a few minutes for lunch and go to bed. Still curious about the
Bozeman
nightlife
we
make
plans
to
and a beer in the lodge, we discuss
5ee M0 N TANA, Page 75._.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiliilliiiliillillllllllililill'
In
last
w e e k ' s
episode, our
heroes Beto,
Linsy,
the
Birdman and
Aaron were
in Montana.
Lets find out
what happens as they
take
their
first run at
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SEASONAL.PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
$8.50-$9.50/Hou r
HIRING BONUS AVAILABLE!*
• Opportunity to gain valuable work experience
•Work only 3-1/2 to 5 hours per day

• Must be at least 18 years old & Able to lift up to 701bs.
•Shift start times: 4:30PM, 10:30PM or 3:30AM
(shift start & end times may vary.)

SEASONAL DRIVER HELPERS

Earn $50
for first week

$8.50/Hour

• Willing to work outdoors
• Have access to a phone

• Must be at least 18 years of age
• Must be able to lift up to 70 lbs.

WHEN: Thurs, November 30th & Fri, December 1st
WHERE: Barge Hall, Room 102
To set up an interview, please stop by
Barge Hall. Walk-ins are welcome.

1-888-WORK-UPS
www.upsjobs.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

*Guidelines apply.

Linder

CHIROPRACTIC
MYRON H. LINDER, D.C.
SANDY L~NDER, D.C.

(requires two donations)

UPS WILL BE ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWING:

Unable to attend? Please call UP3 Employment at:

Bring in ad for
extra bonus

I* I

~

Regular donors
can earn up to
$165 a month

"Professional Health Care
with aPersonal Touch!"

Alpha Plasma Center
502 W. Nob Hill Blvd. #4

Massage Therapv Available

Huur-. :
M -W lJ :OO fr30
T-Th X:00 -6:30

r -Sat X:Oll--UJ!l
Sun

Clo~~d

Call (509)-1.57-7878 for appt.

Insurance · Perional Injury
Labor &Industries ~ Medicare
~t

9&2-2570
Located Close to Campus
:. 1011 N. Alder St., Ellensburg .:
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Twin runners dedicated to their sport
by Ahmed Namatalla
Staff reporter
They will find a way to wake up at 6a.m.
and run two miles. They will find a way to run
the best race of their lives when the team needs
it the most. But the Forrey twins, Amy and
Sarah, refuse to go out of their way to try to be
different.
Identical in almost every way, the Forreys
have shared a passion for competitive running
since their junior high years. Though each p.ossesses a unique personality, the two have relied
on each other, both in and out of races,
throughout their lives. They have come to form
a bond that extends far beyond sisterhood and
friendship, one that many people never get the
chance to experience.
"In many, ways they're kind of inseparable," coach Kevin Adkisson said. "They've
always been quiet, not really looking to be the
center of attention. They work together well.
It's like one drives the other more. than anything else."
After leading the way for the majority of
last season, the Forreys have not been able to
find their way into the top three this season.

This held true until their dramatic break of that
streak, as Amy and Sarah finished in the first
and second spots respectively at this year's
Regional meet.
"It just takes one person to make up their
mind and go. We just feh really good that day,"
Sarah Forrey said.
In his four years of coaching the duo,
Adkisson has come to rely on the twins to train
and perform with consistency. Following a
training program that wraps around almost the
entire year, the two have done their job to
impress their coach, and now look to leave a
solid final impression at this week's NCAA
Division II National Meet.
"They're both such a blessing to have on
the team," teammate Abby Bielenberg said.

"All of us give them a lot of respect because,
even though they haven't been one and two this
year, we can always count on them to run
strong. They've got all that experience, so we
can really count on them when it comes to big
races like Regionals and Nationals."
The Forreys estimate their running to total
around 45 miles each per week. In ~ddition, the
two have contributed to Central with four years
of track and field competition.
"They' re extremely mentally tough, and
have definitely been the most dedicated of athletes while I've been here," Adkisson said.
When t~ey're not running, the Forreys are
concentrating on finishing their biology
degrees, and are looking to enter the medical
field. Having shared every class since their
freshman years, they look to contirtue that
streak. Another streak the two don't wish to
break any time soon is that of wearing their
racing underwear on meet days. Though not a
superstition with any recognizable effect, the
Forreys have evolved the habit into somewhat
of a good luck charm.
The pair will take their lucky undies to
Chino, California this Saturday for one last
shot at a top four finish, and a National Trophy.
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Men's
basketball
•
opens ·tn
Steeltown
By Thabiso M. Leshoai
Staff reporter

The basketball season is about to start.
Having had a taste of the regional finals last season,
Central
Washington
University's
men's basketball team is
determined to
repeat that feat
and
possibly
win the National
Championship.
Head coach
Greg Sparling
said Central has
an
athletic,
smart, and solid
NCAA Di vision
II team that will
Linsy Nickels/Observer
do great this
season.
The See ball. See ball go
team is set on into basket. See
improving last
Wildcats win this
season's record
which led them season.
to the regional
finals. "Players just have to believe in their role
and the system," Sparling said.
Sparling added that this year, returning players will build on last season's run at trying to be
Linsy Nickels/Observer national champions.
"The non-league teams are going to be our
and decent snow conditoughest opponents this season," said Sparling.
at Big Sky a blast for Beto.
In the conference, Central' s teams to beat
are Seattle Pacific University and long time
rivals, Western Washington University. Western
Bozeman: 8 112 to 9 hours
Money spent per person · (not has many returning players but Central has been
on top of the situation, winning four of their last
including gas): $100
Money spent on gas: $180 (ani five meetings.
"We just have to win the big games and get
car that gets better than 15 mpg
through the league, "said junior guard, Troy
will cost less)
The crew found the trip to be Nealey. "If we do that, then we'll be fine."
well worth the money and time Nealey added that to get to the finals again this
spent. We all felt that the town of season, the team has to win or get second in the
Bozeman itself was worth the league to get home court advantage going into
effort. The drive was relatively the playoffs.
Central's record last season was 12-2
easy and the passes were not much
worse than Snoqualmie on an PacWest, and 21-7 overall.
The Wildcats stars playing on- the road this
average winter day. One look at
Big Sky's upper bowl told us that weekend in a non-conference game against
winter skiing is phenomenal here. University of Pittsburgh.
The first home game will be Dec. 9 at 7p.m
The lower area also sports a teragainst St. Martin's College.
rain park in the winter.

MONTANA: the ski season is here
through the snowy mountain roads
and take one last look at Bozeman.
12p.m.
equipment the day before are
We hit 1-90 with empty stomcovered now. High-siding and achs and a full tank.
cutting through the deep powder
lp.m.
collected around the tree line, I try
We stop for lunch in
to make the most of my run.
Amsterdam, Montana. Greasy
10:45 a.m.
fast food renews our energy.
At the lift line again, we agree
As we get back on the great
to leave for home. Loading our East-West corridor, flakes start to
wet gear in the car for the last fall. The roads are dry, but the
time, we make plans to return as clouds above guarantee that will
soon as possible. We cut down change. Pedal to the floor we race
to beat the snow and return
home.
2:30 p.m.
"Are you guys awake?
You should be." ·
Linsy is at the wheel as
we cross back over the
Continental
Divide.
Having just learned how to
drive a stick, she is a little
nervous. The pass is icy
and crowded with semi
trucks, but she pilots us
through the chaos with
ease.
4p.m.
We stop in Missoula
for gas. This is the home
Linsy Nickels/Observer stretch of the race to get
to Ellensburg and we
The Birdman rides through the back
begin to predict what time
rocks in Big Sky country.
we will arrive.

continued from page 14

7
p. m.
Bored
and irritated
from
riding in
t h e
truck,
we pull
off the
high w a y
so mew here
Dramatic scenery
in Idaho.
We race tions made skiing
up huge
piles of
gravel on the side of the road and
slide down. Satisfied with our
jaunt into the cold, dark night we
pack ourselves back into the truck
like tortured sardines.

9:20 p.m.
After an uneventful drive
through the rest of Idaho and
Eastern Washington we pull on to
Main Street in Ellensburg. The
gas gauge is on empty and our
eyes are red, but we smile as we
unload our gear.
Trip Summary
Total miles traveled: 1,300
Estimated
time
driving
between
Ellensburg
and

- 963-1026
AMY B.: Enjoyed riding the rails
with you. Could even make a habit
of it! Interested? B: 503-293-2052.
PS Hope Grandma had a happy bday.
HORSE BOARDING: large
paddocks, enclosed shelters, roundpen, room to ride. $150 per month.
968-3468.11130
LOOKING FORA REWARDING
EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE?
Join the Bridges team! Seeking
Education, English, Communication
and any other students to work in a
multicultural team environment with
midle school and high school
students in the lower Yakima Valley.
Call Lois Breedlove, 963-1046.

FOR SALE: BRAND NEW
STANTON DJ TURNTABLES
AND MIXER. The best package for
beginner/intermediate. Has straight
arms and includes cartridges and all
necessary cables.Hardly used, still in
boxes. $450. Call Coleman, 9333070
FRATERNITIES - SORORITIES
CLUBS - STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 9233238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com 1/25

WILL BUY VEHICLES, running
or not. Call Gary at 962-3220 or
Rich at 968-9499. 6/8

CONDO FOR SPRING BREAK IN
ORLANDO, FL March 18-March
25, $600. Call 962-8755.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
FOR 3 BR, 2 BATH HOUSE.
Beginning winter quarter. Close to
campus, rent & utilities split three
ways. 933-4466

FOOTBALL PLAYERS WANTED
Adult Full contact (Seattle area)
Summer game schedule, all equipment supplied. Information:
www.eastsiltechiefs.org 111s
GIFT CARD FOUND ON

NEED A PAPER PROOFREAD?
A dollar a page--call Heather at 9622364.

SAFERIDE VAN. Call to identify:
963-1897.

WANTED: Cars and trucks, old or
new, running or not running. Call
509-67 4-0247.11/9

NA GROUP STARTING UP NOW.
Interested persons please call Gary
963-8212.

Students!
Want a great
deal?
Free classified ads
for a limited time
only!
Call 963-1026
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Sports -

Observer

Central fall sports all-stars Ski class offered
winter quarter
XC Academic All-~onference Team

Soccer PacWest Conference
All-Star team
First Team
Jenny Merkel
Rebecca Laliberte
Second Team
Stacey Wyman
Honorable Mention
Sarah Windham
Briana Wagner

Krissi Mathers
Rebecca Tripp
Alicen Maier
Jamie Tuchscherer
Kent Zette1
Dane Estes
Seth Miller
Jay Bartlett

by Aaron

Clifford
Staff reporte".
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Football Conference- All-Star Team

Academic All-Conference Team
Rebecca Laliberte
Elizabeth Medford
Volleyball Conference All-Star Team
First Team
Kari St. Martin
Second Team
Katie Orgill
Honorable Mention
Carolyn Mires
Academic All-Conference Team
Tess Weigel
Stacey Schmitz
Katie Orgill
Alison Gargus
Carolyn Mires

First Team
John Hallead (CFA Defensive Player of
the Year)
Brandon Christensen
Jason Patterson(cornerback)
John Fields
Josh Lopez
Zak Hill
Josh Johnston
Second Team
Jason Patterson(punt returner)
Rawley Robins
Jared Carter
T.J. Horgan
Clint Lecount
Pete Kalasountas
Ethan McDonald
Chad Phillip
Ian Tyrell

This winter,
for only about
$50 per trip, students can enjoy a
stress-free bus
ride
up
to
Mission Ridge,
get a lift ticket,
take a lesson and
even earn one PE
credit. Over a period of four Sundays in January and February, Central's
PE Club is organizing a bus up to the slopes.
"We've already filled one bus and we're working on a· second one,"
organizer Stephen Jeffries said. "If people are interested they need to pick
up _an application and turn it in immediately."
Jeffries has been running Central's ski program in cooperation with ·
. Mission Ridge for almost 15 years. Mission Ridge was chosen over
Snoqualmie because it's less crowded and has better snow conditions.
"At Snoqualmie you're either skiing in rain or on snow that's been
rained on," Jeffries said.
Only 12 miles out of Wenatchee, Mission Ridge is one of the best winter sports resorts in the state. With more than 2,000 vertical feet of terrain,
Mission ehallenges skiers and boarders of all abilities. Groomed cruising
runs for beginners, plus glades, bowls and chutes for the more advanced
sliders are covered with dry Eastern Washington snow. Mission Ridge also
enjoys more sun than any other local area.
Mission Ridge's Ski and J3oarding school provides instruction for all
levels of ability, and taking a lesson is a great way to learn the dozens of
runs at the resort. Rental equipment can be ordered ahead of time, at a
group discount rate, and will be ready when students arrive.
A registration form with information on prices is available outside
Room 132 in the PE Building. Space is limited and places need to be ·
reserved immediately.

Ask . yourself this . ••
"If :not :now, then
when?"
)

.

Did You Know?*
- A person who smokes a pack a day ($3.00) spends over ~1000 a year
on cigarettes
- People who smoke 2 packs a day breathe in 188 grams (almost a half
pound!) of tar into their lungs over the course of a year
- Men who use smokless tobacco have a 3.9 fold increased risk of oral
cancer
* National statistics provided by Bacchus and Gamma, and the American Cancer Society

COME OUT AND ENJOY

FUNKY WEDNESDAY
ALL DRINKS ~· 1. 00
9 A.M. TO 12 - MIDNIGHT

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!

Poetry "rap-off" #2-SUB Novern6er-t~th

Students and staff are invited once
again to "perform" their poetic
creations through . reading, singing,
dancing, or whatever form of
expression conveys their messages.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 21
NOON-1 P.M., SUB .PIT

Nov.16

Sign up today at the .. SUB Info
Booth, or just show up!

963-3213
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